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Chapter 1944 Got Lucky

Coralie abhorred her brother immensely for revealing her identity, chasing Jonathan away, and demanding to transfer her to

another hospital. / didn't expect Madilyn to be the director since she seemed so young. Hmm, Roxanne may have founded the

hospital, but based on what I know about her, I doubt she let Madilyn take the position due to nepotism. This must mean

Madilyn's capable of handling a director's responsibilities. Gosh, I can't stop feeling envious watching Jonathan standing next to

Madilyn.

"Since you're the director, I want you to take responsibility for your words.” Shawn was still acting haughtily.

Enraged by his words, Madilyn spat coldly, “I can, and I will! Since you detest our hospital, I'll proceed with the patient's

discharge procedure right now.”

Promptly, she left to seek out the doctor in charge of Coralie to do what she said she would.

Jonathan followed her and explained apologetically, “Don't get angry, Madilyn. Shawn's always an unreasonable man.”

"Are you trying to stop me?” contended Madilyn. Oh, man.Whyare you still treating them so nicely after he chased you away?

"No, I'm not. I'm just wondering if you'll receive complaints if you do this. It'll affect your reputation.” That was Jonathan's honest

concern.

Upon hearing that, Madilyn felt better. Then, she stopped and looked at him. “It doesn't matter. Mr. Crawford's the one who spoke

ill of our hospital first. Even if this involves Roxanne, she won't blame me for it.”

She then continued to walk to the office of the doctor in charge of Coralie and swiftly explained the situation.

Since it was an order from the director, the doctor did as he was told without asking any questions.

After everything was over, Madilyn returned to her office with Jonathan.

"What else do you want, Jonathan? If you want to keep tending to Coralie, I suggest you find out where she's transferring

quickly.” She was still quite pissed off.

Jonathan was dumbfounded for a moment before shaking his head. “I didn't know Coralie is a member of the Crawford family. If I

did, I probably wouldn't have interacted with her, and none of this would've happened. Besides, I didn’t cause the accident. Most

importantly, Shawn's attitude is overbearing!”

He doesn't understand why I’m upset at all. I'm really speechless. He sure is honest, but what am I going to say to him? When

Madilyn's train of thought ended, she asked, “So, is there anything else you need to do?"

Scratching his head, Jonathan offered, “How about we grab lunch together since you're about to get off for lunch break?”

“Err...” She was gobsmacked by his straightforwardness. Oh, is this guy serious?Well, I think he really just wants to have a meal

with me.

In the end, she nodded. "Sure. Wait for me, then.”

After Jonathan left the room, Madilyn informed Roxanne of Coralie's transfer from the hospital to prevent Shawn from filing an

invalid complaint.

Roxanne was surprised after listening to the story. "So, Shawn appeared and then chased his sister's love interest away? You

got lucky, Madilyn!”

That astounded Madilyn. Now that I think about it, I guess I am indeed lucky.
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